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How does a silent mermaid win a war of song? How does she break the siren song of another that

holds her beloved captive?After being touched by the sun at birth, Princess Arianna has grown up

imprisoned between two worlds, neither fully mermaid nor fully human. Her life is one of solitude

and dreams. But when she loses her family and her kingdom in a war between man and merfolk,

she is forced to flee into the arms of the very people who want nothing to do with her kind. Her only

hope of protection lies in the penniless prince that she once saved and his two boisterous

nieces.Prince Michael is at his wit's end. After the great maritime war, he must clean up the pieces

of neglect, folly, and evil that his grandfather has left behind. With his people starving and his

treasury nearly empty, the familiar girl from the past that falls piteously at his feet cannot be afforded

his attention. He has only the resources and time for the barest of good deeds to pay back that

which she gave him. But the more Michael begins to hear the girl beneath her silence, the more he

realizes she just might be the distraction he cannot survive without.All the while, a darkness is

beginning to poison the ocean, and an evil foreseen by neither Arianna nor Michael threatens the

very existence of both peoples. If they wish to restore their kingdoms, Arianna and Michael will need

to reassess their alliances, their beliefs, and an ancient prophecy that's been all but forgotten. Most

importantly, however, they will need to decide whether or not they can move past their personal pain

and trust one another. Because if they can't, everything and everyone they love will fall.Buy Silent

Mermaid to escape into the world of the Classical Kingdoms Collection, a set of fairy tale retellings

for grownups who still believe in sacrifice, true love, and the magic of happily-ever-afters. Silent

Mermaid is fifth in the Classical Kingdoms Collection but can be read as a stand-alone book.
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I can see where Disney has influenced this, and there was some religion. It was pretty good, not

much new here, but I enjoyed it all the same. It also has some aspects from the original take as

well.

To be honest, I'm not a big fan of the little mermaid story so the fact that Ms. Fichter made me love

this book so much is quite a feat! I only read it because I love her other books so much so I knew if

anyone could make this story good, she could. Keep up the good work, Ms. Fichter!!

I liked the book, but parts of the book made absolutely no sense. Walking under water? How can

you walk under water? Swim, yes but walk no. At times I could not remember If they were on land or

actually in the ocean.

Loved this! The story drew me in and I couldn't put it down! I love fairy tales...especially when they

have happy endings! Thank you for a well-written book.

Great book! Again Brittany Fichter manages to astound me with a wholly original way to view an

often-told fairytale. I have loved the writing, fallen for the characters, and enjoyed myself the whole

time!

This was a totally new story to me. I was amazed. The characters were gripping. Just when I

thought I knew what was coming next, there would be another twist.

I loved the way this story kept you guessing. It was a great twist on a classic tale. Well worth the



read!!

I love fairy-tales, ok that is an understatement I may be obsessed. I have been since a teenager and

I am not almost 30. By this point finding a book that keeps to the "fairy-tale" line but has a unique

twist that keeps me interested is not easy. When I received this silent mermaid retelling I was

excited because I had read other books by this author, so I had high expectations. When I finished

the book I was completely in love. The characters, the descriptions, the plot all so original and yet

oh so lovingly familiar. The love story is beautiful with twist and turns that keep the reader engaged

and while the "big twist" was something I had guessed the answer to I still felt shocked once it was

revealed. This has everything I look for in a retelling and more. The book is religious based, and

kept clean with no overly done sex, violence or cussing . I would even be comfortable reading it to

me young daughters.This is a book you should be prepared to make you feel, I cried on several

scenes and felt myself connect with each and every character, even the bad guy. I cannot wait for

this authors next book in this retelling line up ! I give two big thumbs up for this fairy tale !
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